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The Associated Press  
This year, the Postal Service is 
worried about more than just the 
Christmas mail crush. Some pos- 
tal managers in Ohio say they are 
having trouble hiring enough 
seasonal employees to meet their 
labor needs. 
Jobs that pay $8 to $10 an hour 
are available in Cincinnati and 
Columbus. 
The Postal Service said Mon- 
day it has filled about 200 of 400 
seasonal jobs in central Ohio, 
primarily Columbus. Clerks and 
carriers are being hired at hourly 
pay of $8.50 to $10 for jobs that 
run through Dec. 31. 
• See MAIL, page four. 
Bring on 
Goliath 
BG Newi Phmo by Jaiu McMahun 
The men's soccer team celebrates after what turned out to be the game-winning goal against Marquette 
Saturday to advance the team to the NCAA Sweet 16 in Indiana. 
□ BG needs to beat 
the best in the land to 
extend its season. 
ByJIMTOCCO 
The BG News  
Nobody's pulling any 
punches. Indiana's the best 
team in the country and 
everyone knows it. 
The Hoosiers knocked BG 
out of last year's NCAA Tour- 
nament in the Falcons' only 
other Sweet 16 appearance, 
and they reasserted them- 
selves this year, winning 1-0. 
They're 21-0-0 this year. No 
team has so much as tied 
them. Clearly, Bowling Green 
would seem to be facing a Da- 
vid and Goliath battle. 
When BG faces Indiana at 1 
p.m. on Sunday in Ill's Bill 
Armstrong Stadium, keep In 
mind that, as history would 
tell it, David has won a few 
• See GOLIATH, page six. 
Realtors looking to 
sell Dahmer property 
The Associated Press 
MILWAUKEE - For tourists, it 
has the morbid lure of Jack the 
Ripper's London haunts. But the 
site of Jeffrey Dahmer's horrible 
crimes apparently carries a sti- 
gma that keeps developers away. 
Attempts to develop the lot 
where the serial killer's three- 
story apartment building once 
stood have failed. Overgrown 
with weeds and surrounded by a 
chain-link fence with rusted "No 
Trespassing" signs, the lot near 
downtown Milwaukee is an 
empty place. 
Not that there hasn't been talk 
about developing the site. Sug- 
gestions have ranged from build- 
ing a playground to a parking lot 
to more rental housing. But so 
far, nothing. 
"Honestly, there's a buyer for 
every property," said Susan 
Hermes, president of the Metro- 
politan Association of Realtors of 
Milwaukee and Waukesha 
Counties. "You never know when 
you might get someone who 
might want to tell their company 
this is where the Dahmer mur- 
ders occurred." 
The Oxford Apartments be- 
came a center of attention after 
police found the body parts in 
Dahmer's second-floor unit July 
23, 1991, after a handcuffed man 
escaped and alerted authorities. 
Dahmer, who grew up in the 
Akron, Ohio, area, was convicted 
the following February of killing 
15 young men, and he confessed 
to killing two more. He was sen- 
tenced to 15 terms of life in 
prison, but was bludgeoned to 
death in 1994 by an inmate at the 
Columbia Correctional Institu- 
tion in Portage. 
The building was razed in 1992 
after calls from relatives of 
Dahmer's victims and communi- 
ty leaders. The lot has been 
empty ever since. 
Campus Circle, a development 
initiative associated with nearby 
Marquette University, spent 
nearly $500,000 to acquire the 
49-unit building, relocate its re- 
maining tenants and tear down 
the building. 
"It was a terrible, terrible tou- 
rist attraction. Anybody who 
came to town would want to drive 
• See DAHMER, page four. 
UC student newspaper 
apologizes to Chelsea 
The Associated Press 
BERKELEY, Calif. - The Uni- 
versity of California student 
newspaper, which carried a col- 
umn urging students to show 
their spirit on Chelsea Clinton's 
"bloodied carcass," has apolo- 
gized. 
An editor's note printed Friday 
apologized for undermining a 
"student's physical safety" and 
the paper's reputation. Editor-in- 
chief Ryan Tate denied that the 
apology was motivated by the 
fact that Chelsea is not just a 
first-year student at rival Stan- 
ford University but the presi- 
dent's daughter. 
"If it had been another fresh- 
man ... that would have been un- 
acceptable, too," Tate said. "It 
was a big error on our part. It's 
something we had to take re- 
sponsibility for. That doesn't ex- 
cuse that it ran in the first 
place." 
Published Thursday in the 
Dally Californian, the column by 
senior Guy Branum, 22, exhorted 
students to seize Stanford's cam- 
pus before Saturday's football 
game between the two schools, 
"Show your spirit on 
Chelsea's bloodied 
carcass, because as 
the Stanford Daily 





which Stanford won, 21-20. 
Besides revealing which dorm 
Chelsea lives in, Branum also 
wrote: "Show your spirit on Chel- 
sea's bloodied carcass, because 
as the Stanford Daily lets us 
know, she is JUST ANOTHER 
STUDENT. 
"She embodies the Stanford 
ethos of establishment worship 
that must be subverted and des- 
troyed," Branum wrote. "Is hate 
a strong word? Yes. Is it applica- 
ble? Certainly." 
• See CHELSEA, page four. 
And the show goes on... 
□ WBGU radio con- 
tinues to thrive after 50 
years on the air. 
By   CYNTHIA   LEE   SHECK- 
LER 
The BG News  
When WBGU received its 
first FM transmitter in 1947, 
Harry S. Truman was in the 
White House, the Cold War was 
one year old, Jackie Robinson 
broke the color barrier in 
baseball, a loaf of bread cost 13 
cents and candy bars were a 
nickel. 
The 35-ton transmitter was 
acquired from World War II's 
navy surplus. It was a high 
frequency instrument, capable 
of utilization in an FM radio 
station with a broadcast radius 
of 20 miles. 
Students of 'State Normal 
College' (now BSGU) had their 
initial radio broadcast on Dec. 
3, 1939. Students and faculty 
broadcast over WTOL in 
Toledo six-hour programs on 
Sundays. 
The radio programming was 
under the direction of a com- 
mittee composed of three Uni- 
versity professors. The first 
broadcast consisted of Archi- 
bald MacLelsh's production of 
"The Air Raid." 
It would be 1941 before an- 
other series of University 
radio programming would be 
heard on the airwaves over 
WTOL In the first list of songs 
submitted for broadcasting 
approval, only two were found 
Fifty years later, in 1997, a 
listener can tune into WBGU 
88.1 FM, seven days a week, 24 
hours a day to hear one of over 
70 disc jockeys and radio per- 
sonalities. 
For nearly 13 years the 
'Blues Breakfast' has been a 
Saturday tradition. 
"We have always promoted 
and advertised the blues shows 
in the area. We try to play 
great old and current blues. We 
are proud to be a part of this," 
said McKinley Smith, Blues 
Breakfast disc jockey. 
Sunday, tune Into new 
comers of the Selah Gospel 
Meditations, Jaci C. Clark, 
Ebony Y. Turner and Hollie A. 
Mitchell. 
"The mission of 'Selah Gos- 
pel Meditations' is to play mu- 
sic in which the Lord's word is 
manifested and spread to each 
of the listeners who tuned in. 
The format of the show is cas- 
ual, yet very spiritual," Clark 
said. 
Programs offered by the 
station cover a wide variety of 
topics, styles and music. Musi- 
cal shows range from Jazz Un- 
limited to Music from the Civil 
War era. Show titles feature 
their styles, such as Indie 
Rock, Metal Storm, The Soul 
Kitchen, Blues Breakfast and 
Reggae Sounds. Talk shows in- 
clude Ham Radio, More than 
Music and Sports featuring the 
award winning "On the Line." 
Student General Manager 
Bryce Hudson has been with 
the station for five years and 
thoroughly enjoys his work. 
"I have a love of radio," 
Hudson said. "WBGU is a stu- 
dent run FM station that allows 
you to be creative. All those 
who want to participate will 
find that we are very flexible 
here. If you want to try 
different things and find your 
niche in radio broadcasting, 
this is the place to be." 
to be usable. 
One was a college hymn, 
which was based upon Sibelius 
"Finlandia" The BGSU music 
department had to rely on old 
favorites as "Anne Laurio" and 
"Old Black Joe" for the rest of 
its programming. 
The third radio series broad- 
casted in 1942, inaugurated 
over WFIN, Flndlay. These 
broadcasts were IS minutes in 
BG Newi MM* by CymlkU Lee Skeckler 
Above, Don Smith sits behind the controls of his show on WBGU re- 
cently. Pictured below left are the reel-to-reel machines which ran the 
station. 
length, Monday through Friday 
at 4:15 p.m. A week's pro- 
gramming could consist of a 
student dramatization, varsity 
quartet singing, discussions's 
on "Kitchen Economics for 
Health and Defense" and 
"Physical Fitness for Women." 
In 1943, radio broadcasts 
could be made directly from 
the University studio. The pro- 
gramming still went over 
WFIN radio in Findlay, but 
wires had been installed at the 
University so that broadcast- 
ing could be done directly to 
WFIN, Findlay, via telephone 
and later re-broadcast. 
Regular 1/2 hour weekly 
broadcasts from the Universi- 
ty began over WFIN in Findlay. 
At that time the University 
radio studio was located on the 
ground floor of the Adminis- 
tration Building. The head of 
the speech department was in 
charge of the broadcast ar- 
rangements. 
The first program contained 
a performance by the service- 
men's band. Other programs 
throughout the year were stu- 
dent-produced, according to 
The BEE GEE News (BG 
News). The programming con- 
sisted of music, dramas, for- 
ums and round table discus- 
sions. Servicemen who were 
from out-of-state and who had 
served overseas would be In- 
terviewed and the Navy- 
Marine band would perform 
along with vocal soloists. 
In early 1947, BGSU's en- 
rollment exceeded 1,600 (today 
it is 15,000), The University 
radio studio can transmit di- 
rectly over the airwaves from 
campus.but some believed It 
there wouldn't be enough peo- 
ple with receivers in the Bowl- 
ing Green area to warrant a 
radio station. 
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One for the little unambomber in all of us.. 
For the seven or so people who 
are actually still on campus and 
have the time to read thlsjlne 
work. I thank you. 
In case you are too stupid to 
have pieced it together. I am 
what many people like to call, 
psycho. 
I'd like to think my psychosis 
has been on extended display for 
the last year or so via these 
columns. A fortunate few have 
been able to witness my flavor 
24-7.  I'd like to consider them 
blessed. 
But I'm convinced if you are 
going to get anywhere In this 
world, or anywhere cool that Is. 
you bettter you better you bet be 
getting on the crazy train as 
soon as possible. Take some 
American pie. throw In a few 
cases of Wlffle balls and some 
DNA from a wacked-out 
Tarantino film student, and mix 








relate to the 
plight of our 
Impaired 
brothers. 
But I will try 
to commend 
a few Americans for their 
"odd" behavior, and try to 
show the upsides to pyschotlc 
behavior. 
Two years ago. I remember 
this guy In my IPC class gave 
a persuasive speech on why 
the FBI will never be able to 
apprehend the Unabomber. 
About three months later. I 
was grateful my grade for that 
class wasn't reversible. 
Now don't waste your time 
hashing out those letters to my 
editor, yet. Ted Kazynskl is a 
horrible, cold-blooded murderer 
who although not yet convicted, 
sent tiny exploding boxes to at 
least 17 people with absolute 
intent to kill. But even the 
shaggy man from the tar- 
papered hut has a redeemable 
quality. He was psycho. 
I honestly admit I admire 
"Crazy Ted," and not just be- 
cause he could probably replat e 
the University's entire math 
department on his own. Teddy 
was so strong In his anti- 
technology convictions that he 
moved to Montana and lived a 
hermit lifestyle In his maligned 
attempt to save Mother Earth. 
Now that doesn't give him the 
right to play Secret Santa to 
techno-types. but 1 admire his 
unbreakable will. Oh, if anybody 
asks. I submitted this column In 
a hand-written manuscript. 
'Lunatic Fringe" by Red Rider 
just came on the radio. Not a 
coincidence. 
Let's analyze another friend of 
mine: RotorMan. RotorMan Isn't 
as popular as other pyscos. as 
he Is presumably yet to commit a 
felony.  RotorMan spends most 
of his days and nights at Geagua 
Lake amusement park In 
Geagua. Ohio. 
At Geagua Lake, they have a 
ride called the Rotor. It's a big 
cylinder. You walk in with about 
15-20 other people. You stand 
with your back to the wall, and It 
starts spinning around really 
fast and the workers "drop" the 
floor, leaving you pinned against 
the wall thanks to the centriflcal 
force that has been generated. 
It's quite a rush, and If more 
than one roll of fat on your 
stomach, a great way to toss the 
cookies. Actually, the workers on 
the ride keep track on the ride's 
door how many riders have lost 
control of various bodily func- 
tions. They sure don't make 
them like they used to. 
Anyway, there Is a man that Is 
allowed to stay on the ride all 
day and all night. He's been 
there every time I was Ihere as a 
child. The workers even let him 
work the door for the riders. 
Until "Crazy Ted" went to trial, 
he and RotorMan fought for the 
worst-looking hair In the United 
States with the exception of 
Allen Iverson. 
What could possess a man to 
want to ride the same ride that 
many times? God only knows. 
But nonetheless. I admire the 
hairy freak on the ride that 
nobody likes. I admire his 
devotion. I admire his simplicity. 
Now when compared to these 
men. I obviously pale. But that's 
like trying to out-smooth Barry 
White. Some people can take 
their pyschosls to a metaphysi- 
cal level. I got close with my 
passion for Willie ball. Believe 
me, if there Is enough room on 
television for all these motorized 
sports, my professional league of 
Wlffle ball maniacs should have 
no problem getting on ESPN2. 
Aside from this part of my life, 
maybe the next best pysho- 
behavlor I've witnessed occurs 
every night on my floor when the 
Simpsons comes on. But that's 
more Heaven's Gate culti-.li. I 
guess. 
Well actually. I'm psycho being 
me. That's pretty damn pa- 
thetic, but for now that's all I 
got. 
Tom Denk is the Tuesday columnist 
for The News. Any questions and 
comments can be sent to 
tomdenh9bgnet.bgsu.edu or to 210 
West Hall. 
Letter to the editor policy: 
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•Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900 
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columns will be subject to space limitations and consid- 
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Please include your address, major, academic class 
and phone number (phone numbers are strictly for 
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tion with the University or the community. 
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters 
brought in saved on a Macintosh-compatible disk are 
preferred. 
Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall, or e-mail us 
at bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show valid 
identification. 
Space limitations may prevent The News from print- 
ing all letters received. The News reserves the right to 
edit any and all letters. 
Anonymous letters will be printed if valid identifi- 
cation is given and the editorial board deems anonym- 
ity is in the proper interests of the writer. 
The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submit- 
ted for publication. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
"\ 
Hi* 
White privilege is no privilege at all 
White privilege Is in essence a 
problem that all societies face, 
no matter how culturally or 
morally advanced. What had 
been called the tyranny of the 
majority has once again taken 
foothold In our ever-growing 
ethnic society. Once again we 
have managed to examine Ihe 
side effects of a democratic 
society and reduce it to wars 
between groups based on 
appearance and other unchosen. 
predetermined attributes. If I am 
guilty of while privilege, am I 
guilty of male privilege? Or 
possibly heterosexual privilege? 
Are you? 
The unfortunate fact we are 
facing today Is not thai black 
persons have to conform to a 
white person's standards. It is 
that a minority has to conform to 
a majority, because the majority 
sets the norms. 
I will tell you the rights 1 enjoy 
as a white. Christian male. I am 
a lonely soul searching for 
common soil amid a mass of 
rootless Americans. I have no 
background, no sense of belong- 
ing, no native land. I have no 
common ground on which to 
bind with a fellow white. 1 have 
no brothers. I have nothing to 
fight for. I have a culture that 
was made from the deprivation 
of your ancestors. My heritage Is 
derived from the destruction, 
pillage and rape of others. The 
white legacy is murder, my 
heirloom is hatred. 1 am the 
rapist, the oopressor. the slave 
driver. I am U.e brainwasher. the 
conformist, the asslmllator. My 
people have left a bitter, ragged 
trail of hate, murder and fear 
wherever they have gone. My 
lineage has exploited, extermi- 
nated, excommunicated. My 
ancestors held yours down as 
slaves. 
So now I ask you, Is this a 
privilege? Is being an object of 
hatred the privilege that I enjoy? 
I can turn on the television or 
open the front page of the paper 
and see my people killing, 
abusing and tormenting yours. I 
can go to school and learn how 
my grandparents held slaves, 
how my family exploited the 
Native Americans and how my 
race exterminated dozens of 
groups based solely on their 
religion. I can take a class 
founded on the hatred my people 
have shown. I have this to show 
for myself. That my race Is one of 
totalitarian bigots, and that is 
the only pride I can find any- 
where. White people are the 
destroyers. 
I have never felt the pain of 
oppression, nor bore the scars of 
slavery, or bled from the bitter 
sting of racism. But I have felt 
Ihe sharp pangs of guilt, for 
tasting a privilege I do not 
deserve. For growing up rich 
when other children suffered, for 
being born Into the "right" 
family. I have no defense against 
those who say I am what's 
holding them down, because at 
one time I did. But I cannot 
accept this accusation called 
white privilege; the only privilege 
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Racial privileges are exaggerated 
Recently, when reading my 
newspaper. I came across 
Derrick Jones discussing white 
privilege ("White people cant 
Ignore their privilege" Nov. 20). 
The basic tone was that white 
people "don't get It." I was 
finding myself In agreement with 
some points Mr. Jones made, 
such as his definition of white 
privilege: "whites cash in on 
privileges everyday, but they 
were meant and taught to never 
notice It." There Is a great deal, 
however, that Mr. Jones has 
overlooked. 
First of all. the term "Whites" 
Is rather Incorrect. You are a 
product of your upbringing . Mr. 
Jones, as much as I. a middle- 
class white male. We were both 
likely brought up In the Ameri- 
can educational system, one 
which has been described as 
culturally biased toward Euro- 
pean culture so many times that 
we won't even debate that fact. 
The differences In our upbring- 
ing come to light, however. In the 
arena of our families and sur- 
rounding cultures. The predomi- 
nance of "whites" as you put It. 
likely were raised In a surround- 
ing of similar faces, and Euro- 
pean cultural values the norm. 
It Is here that socialization 
into the subconscious practices 
of white privilege takes place, 
and not many really believe It's 
right. However, it can't be 
overlooked that your family and 
surroundings played Just as 
Important a role with you. and 
developed you an adherence to 
the pride and success of your 
people that I would argue, 
causes you to write not about 
diversity and other Idealistic 
notions, but of hard-line equality 
and Justice for your people. 
To use the popular term, you 
were brought up "black and 
proud" and It's undeniably 
evident in your articles. My point 
Is that you don't see that this 
concept of same-race privilege Is 
alive and strong In your culture 
as well as mine. 
My Interpretation of your 
quoted statement above Is this: 
through the Idea that whites will 
help out whites before they help 
out blacks, white people gain an 
"unfair" advantage of having a 
network of unspoken privileges 
existing to aide In their success, 
it Is simply illogical for anyone to 
believe that similar networking 
doesn't exist between blacks. 
Latinos, or Native Americans. 
The feeling of loyalty to each 
other, a loyalty that ensures 
that success of this generated 
"family." 
As for the statement that I 
"can remain oblivious of the 
language and customs of 
persons of color who constitute 
the world's majority without 
feeling in |my| culture and 
penalty for such oblivion. If you 
are referring to the African- 
American dialect. I don't find 
myself as a white American 
having difficulty understanding 
It. anymore than you do a 
country dialect from Kentucky. 
African-American people are as 
oblivious to Chinese, Japanese. 
French. Italian and German 
languages as white Americans 
are. American's In general have 
a privilege of having the other 
nations of the world teach 
English as a second language 
from kindergarten on. You don't 
have any less blame on your 
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FACT: 
Today is the last day of classes before 
Thanksgiving break. 
FICTION: 
Everyone is going to class. 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day: 
Today's Question: 
"What are your holiday 
plans?" 
Chris L. Dyke 
Senior 
Communication/Mkt. 
" I'm going home to 
Bay Village to spend 
time with my family 
and see my high 
school buddies." 
Jim Mi In!vi v 
Senior 
Telecommunications 
"I'll wake up and go to 
work all day at the 
Woodland Mall 
cinemas. I'm going 
home to Toledo 
Friday." 
Carrie A. Flaggert 
Senior 
Telecommunications 
"I'm going to eat 
turkey! Then it's 
homework and more 
homework." 
Bethany R. Aemmer 
Sophomore 
International Business 
"I'm going to visit 
friends and eat a lot." 
Dan R. Hawkins 
Senior 
Criminal Justice 
"I'm going home to 
Columbus to visit my 
parents and the 
family." 
OHIO Weather 
Tuesday, Nov. 25 
AccuWcathcr* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures 
MICH. 
Ihowers T-storms Rain    Flurries    Snow        Ice   _Sunry_PI_Clouay_Cloudy_ 
Via Associated Press GrapbtcsNel 
Today  
Cloudy and warmer. High: 52. Low: 27. 
Wednesday  






"You never know when you might 
get someone who might want to tell 
their company this is where the 
Dahmer murders occurred." 
Susan Hermes 
President of the Metropolitan Association 
of Realtor of Milwaukee and Waukesha counties 
referring to selling the vacant lot where Jeffrey Dahmer lived. 
THUMBS UP 
■ To visions of delectable platters of turkey, or a vegetable 
feast for vegetarians, leading everyone safely home. 
■ To professors who cancelled class today or have no 
strong feelings about attendance. 
■ To getting dressed the morning after laundry day. 
■ To meeting your true love in college and getting 
engaged. 
THUMBS DOWN 
■ To thoughts of the crowded freeways as everyone travels 
to their holiday destination. Wouldn't a train be nice? 
■ To not being able to go home to see your family for 
Thanksgiving. 
■ To getting sick right before the holidays and just as final 
projects demand full attention. 
PAGE THREE is intended us an irreverent look at the University. We at The BC News consider it an offbeat page where we 




Kappa Delta raffle ticket 
sale (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Math Science Hallway and Union 
Foyer. The raffle is for a gift certifi- 
cate! 
Star Stealers — a cosmic 
"whodunit?" (8 p.m.) 
Planetarium. 
Thursday, 11/27/97 
BGSU Hockey at Alaska- 
Fairbanks (11 p.m.) 
Carlson Center (Fairbanks, 
Alaska). For the second time in the 
last three years, BG will spend 
Thanksgiving day outside of the 
continental United States. This game 
starts at 7 p.m. (AST) 
Friday, 11/28/97 
Women's Basketball vs. 
Butler (Noon) 
Orlando, Fla. BG faces the Butler 
Bulldogs in the first round of the 
Central Florida Tournament. In 
addition to BG, Butler and host CFU. 
other teams in the eight-school field 
include Buffalo, Denver, Radford, 
Sam Houston and Syracuse. 
Public skating (Noon - 2 
p.m.) 
Ice Arena. Call 372-2264 for 
confirmation or additional informa- 
tion. 
BGSU Hockey at Alaska- 
Fairbanks (11 p.m.) 
Carlson Center (Fairbanks, 
Alaska). The Falcons meet the 
N a nooks for the middle game of a 
three-game series. This contest starts 
at 7 p.m. (AST) 
NCAA Men's Soccer 
Tournament (Second 
Round) (TBA) 
TBA. The dates of the second- 
round matches (campus sites) will 
not be finalized until the week of the 
contests. Teams may also play on 
Nov. 29 or 30. 
Saturday, 11/29/97 
Men's Basketball at 
Illinois-Chicago (3 p.m.) 
Chicago, 111. The Falcons continue 
their non-league schudule with a 
game against the Flames. 
Indoor Tailgate Party & 
BGSU vs UTC Basketball (5 
p.m.) 
Student Services Bldg., 1200 W. 
Harrison, Conf. Rooms B&C. 
Sponsored by the Chicago Alumni 
Chapter. For more information 
contact Kelly Gray, '89, at (773)296- 
1099 (evenings). 
The calendar of events is a service o/The 
BG News for the community. A more 
complete listing of these events can be 
found on the University web page. 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
Summer & Fall of 1998 
Houses and Apartments 
Brochures Are Available! 
319 E. Woostcr 359-6553 
UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL 
Denny Smith's BG Truck Accessories 
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* Trucks & Trailers 
♦TAPE      * OTHER MOVING SUPPLIES 
* CALL US AND WE'LL PICK YOU UP * 
UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL 
THE WASH HOUSE 
Laundromat 
250 N. Main 
OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY 





BG News Editor 
are now being 
accepted 
Application forms 
TV]X?\^/C may be picked up 
1 ~A-rf TTlJat ?04 West Hall 
Deadline to apply is 5 p.m. 
Tuesday, November 25, 1997 
Apartment living NOT 
what you expected? 
• call now for Spring and Summer leasing 
• utilities Included 
• space available immediatley 
• no rent payments during school breaks 
• semester leases 
• close to campus 
• on-site laundry facility 
Call Newman Housing 
for details on hassle-free living! 
354-2191 
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Special thanks to the 
teGSOJ Students # Staff 
who participated in the 
QGJIoliday 'Parade 
and to 
&ave Crooks % the (Union 
for providing hot chocolate 
for feGStyparticipants. 
I 
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■ SHUTTLE HOURS 
Service open through Wednesday 
The University Shuttle will shut down Wednesday at 10 a.m. 
for Thanksgiving break. 
The shuttle will resume regular hours at 3 p.m. Sunday. 
■ QUINTUPLETS 
Babies nearing their third birthday 
LIMA, Ohio - It's been nearly three years since the family of 
Roger and Mary Scott increased by five members. 
The couple's quintuplets, two boys and three girls conceived 
through In vitro fertilization, were born 11 weeks premature at 
Ohio State University Medical Center on Dec. 12,1994. 
The quints - William, Rory, Kathleen, Molly and Kirslan - are 
walking, talking, happy, normal toddlers. Only William, who has 
a mild form of cerebral palsy, still receives physical therapy. 
The childien are less than a month away from leaving their 
Terrible Twos, and not a moment too soon for the Scotts and 
their 8-year-old son, Thomas. 
Most of the freebies the family received after the quintuplets 
were born ran out long ago. But the Scotts consider themselves 
lucky to have many friends who offer to help, since their nearest 
family members are in Pittsburgh and Colorado. 
Although life Is easier now that the quints can feed them- 
selves, mobility brings new conflicts. 
■ GRAIN 
Farmer feeds his herd with spent grains 
CLEVELAND - Think of it as recycling used barley with the 
help of dairy cows. 
A Geauga County farmer feeds his 130-head herd with spent 
grains from six Cleveland microbreweries. The cooked-down 
grains look like soggy coffee grounds. 
Twice a day, each milking cow on Mark Hissa's farm near Bur- 
ton gets a shovelful of spent grains from the Western Reserve, 
Diamondback, John Harvard, Rock Bottom, Crooked River and 
Great Lakes breweries. 
Hissa's farmhand, Roger Conley, makes about five trips to the 
city each week in a dump truck, picking up the mushy mixes of 
wheat, oats and barley and dumping the loads on a concrete pad 
outside the milk house. 
The stuff has lost much of its sugars, enzymes and flavor in the 
brewing process, but there's enough protein to supplement the 
regular cow diet of corn, grass, dry grain, minerals and hay. 
Despite jokes about drunken cows and milk with a sudsy head, 
there is no alcohol in the spent grain. 
■ SKI ACCIDENT 
Man may have died from heart attack on chair 
lift 
CHARDON, Ohio - A man who fell from a chair lift at a ski re- 
sort died of a heart attack, not the fall, according to a prelimi- 
nary autopsy report. 
Keith Hedges, 19, of Bainbridge Township died Wednesday at 
the Alpine Valley Ski Area about 20 miles east of Cleveland. He 
fell 25 feet while riding the chair lift by himself. 
The Geauga County coroner's office reported Friday that a 
preliminary autopsy showed Hedges had an enlarged and 
diseased heart. The exact cause of death will not be available un- 
til all tests are completed. 
The chair lift had been the initial focus of the investigation into 
Hedges' death, but an Ohio Department of Commerce inspector 
checked the lift and found it working properly. 
Witnesses said Hedges was not using a restraining bar on the 
lift. 
■ MANSLAUGHTER 
Litchfield pleads guilty of involuntary man- 
slaughter 
COLUMBUS - An 18-year-old man was placed on probation for 
his involvement in the slaying of a woman whose body was not 
found until nine months after she was strangled. 
Terry J. Litchfield pleaded guilty to a charge of Involuntary 
manslaughter for the May 1996 death of Laura Grant, 26. He was 
placed on probation for five years Friday as part of a plea 
agreement between prosecutors and Litchfield's lawyer. 
In return for the agreement, Litchfield pledged earlier to tes- 
tify against his uncle, Jason Sexton, 25, who strangled Ms. Grant 
with a cord after the two had delivered a washer and dryer to Ms. 
Grant's apartment. 
■ VIOLENTDEATH 
Man pleads innocent to killing analyst 
CINCINNATI - A man accused of killing a 29-year-old Procter 
& Gamble Co. analyst in her home has pleaded innocent to two 
counts each of aggravated murder and aggravated burglary. 
Rayshawn Johnson, 19, allegedly beat Shanon Marks with a 
baseball bat Nov. 12. The beating occurred while he was out of 
jail on bond awaiting trial on charges of robbery and kidnapping. 
7* 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
WITH FREE GAS HEAT ^ 
309 HIGH STREET  ■-rf 
'2 bdrm apt*, fum & Unfurn 
•Washer/Dryer on Premises 
'FREE gas heat, water &sewer 




Continued from page one. 
by and see where the infamous 
Oxford Apartments were," said 
Campus Circle director Diana 
Finn. 
Ameritech Corp., the telephone 
giant which owns a building 
across the street, expressed in- 
terest In the lot valued at $7,600 
earlier this year. But the com- 
pany ended up building on its 
own land a block away. 
Plans for a playground by 
Campus Circle and its parent or- 
ganization, Campus Neighbor- 
hood Association Inc., have been 
abandoned. Finn said $50,000 
raised for the $140,000 park was 
returned to donors. 
"We were attempting to de- 
velop it into a tot lot. But, be- 
tween the city and county, we 
were unable to get either to own 
and operate it," Finn said. 
The Community Development 
Corp. of Wisconsin, which de- 
velops low- and moderate-income 
housing, owns six apartment 
buildings several blocks from the 
site. But group president Perry 
Harenda was uncertain the de- 
mand exists for additional rental 
units in the area - let alone at the 
Dahmer site. 
"I'm sure that will always play 
on   people's   minds,"   Harenda 
CHELSEA  
Continued from page one. 
The column's timing was awk- 
ward for the Berkeley campus, 
since first lady Hillary Rodham 
Clinton was scheduled to arrive 
today for a meeting on foster 
care. 
Branum said he was being sa- 
tirical and didn't believe any 
reader would take his words lit- 
erally. He said it was meant to 
poke fun at Stanford's elitist rep- 
utation. 
"When we sing 'Give them the 
ax in the neck,' we are not actual- 
ly suggesting that Stanford stu- 
dents be decapitated," Branum 
said. "We're just having fun with 
editor said violated the paper's 
policy of treating her like any 
"Honestly, there's a 
buyer for every 
property." 
Susan Hermes 
president of Metropolitan 
Association of Realtors 
said. "There's certainly much 
more development possibilities 
in the city." 
Stanley Miller, an i>ncle of 
Dahmer victim Ernest Miller, 
suggested a memorial to homi- 
cide victims at the site - a "sit- 
ting park" with a few benches. 
Glory Seals, 48, said she has 
watched the Dahmer drama un- 
fold from the second floor of her. 
home next door to the property, 
beginning with the day workers 
in rubber suits and air tanks 
brought out box after box of 
reeking evidence from the 
killer's apartment. 
"For the first year it was truly 
a circus," she said. "The second 
year it was better. Every once in 
a while a bus of people would 
come by and take pictures. I sit 
in my window up here and watch 
a whole lot of things." 
other student. 
The incident was the second 
involving a college newspaper 
since Chelsea enrolled at Stan- 
ford in September. Jesse Oxfeld, 
a Stanford senior, was fired from 
the Stanford Daily after writing a 
column about Chelsea that his 
the imagery of violence to ex- 
press our animosity." 
Branum, a political science 
major, said: "I seriously thought 
that just people here on campus 
would read it. If (Chelsea) was 
offended by it, I apologize." 
Mrs. Clinton's spokeswoman 
Marsha Berry declined comment 
Sunday, as did White House 
spokesman Mike McCurry. 
City Blotter 
TwoJuveruTes threw snowballs at passing cars In the 1000 
block of FairWcw. Thursday night. The kids left prior to police 
arrival. 
A man placed a woman In the trunk of his car In the 200 
block of South Prospect. Friday morning. Police cited the 
man for allowing a passenger to ride outside of his car. 
A woman reported two men spraypalnted a dumpster In 
the 400 block of Thurstln. Saturday afternoon. She wanted 
extra patrol In the area. 
A woman complained that her car headlights were kicked 
out In the 200 block of East Court. Saturday afternoon. She 
wanted police to be aware of the situation. 
An unknown chemical was In an alley In the 700 block of 
Kenwood, Saturday night. Police called the street depart- 
ment and they took care of It. 
A woman called police to report that a man was urinating 
outside the BP station. Saturday night. She said the man fin- 
ished and got Into a van. Police dldnt locate anyone. 
A woman found a loose dog in the 600 block of Pasteur. 
Saturday night. She told police she wanted to keep It over- 
night and then adopt it In the morning. Police advised her of 
the procedure for stray animals and the dog was handed 
over. 
A man pounded on an apartment door In the 100 block of 
Third. Sunday morning. Someone pulled their medical alarm 
by accident and he wanted to make sure there was no prob 
lem. 
Two men fought in front of Sterlings. Sunday morning 
They said they were friends and had a disagreement. Police 
advised them to resolve their conflict. 
A guard at the Heinz plant called police to report beer bot- 
tles breaking. Sunday morning. Police didn't find anyone. 
A man slept In his car In the 1000 block of Wooster. Sun- 
day morning. He told police he didn't like how dirty the house 
was. Police advised him to resolve the conflict with his 
roommates. 
A man complained that a suspicious person walked into an 
office on the comer of Main and Wooster. Sunday evening 
Police checked into the complaint and the woman was onl> 
cleaning the office. 
MAIL  
Continued from page one. 
Regardless of whether 
seasonal hiring is completed or in 
progress, it shouldn't keep 
Christmas cards from getting to 
you in time, postal supervisors 
said. 
"Santa Claus comes through 
the mail. We have to (handle It)," 
said Bonni Manies, a Postal Ser- 
vice spokeswoman in Cincinnati. 
She said the healthy economy 
has tightened the Cincinnati job 
market and forced the Postal 
Service to compete with retailers 
already searching for holiday- 
season employees. 
"With the low unemployment, 
yeah, it does have an impact on 
our hiring," Columbus postal 
spokesman Ray Jacobs said. 
Failing to get the jobs filled 
would not mean that mail deliv- 
ery would be late, Jacobs said. 
The post office uses temporary 
workers to cut down on overtime. 
Officials hope this week to be 
able to fill the remaining vacan- 
cies among a total of 300 seasonal 
jobs at bulk-mail and processing 
offices in Cincinnati and affi- 
liated offices In northern Ken- 
tucky, Ms. Manies said. The tem- 
porary workers supplement a 
year-round work force of about 
2,200 there 
Offices in Cleveland and Lima 
had completed their seasonal hir- 
ing and are bracing for the ex- 
An«cl«cd Pran pkH« 
A worker sorts the mail at the Cincinnati post office. Area offices are becoming worried about how they 
can handle the heavy holiday mail. 
oessing, window and delivery 
jobs to support the regular labor 
force of about 200 people in 
Lima 
The mail processing plant In 
Lima, opened in August 1996, is 
pected holiday bombardment of 
parcels and letters that starts in 
the next two weeks, spokesmen 
said Monday. 
Postal   managers   said   they 
hired about 50 workers for pro- 
fully automated and should speed 
the handling and movement of 
mail, getting letters in and out 
the same night, said Gary Haen- 
isch, manager of the Lima pro- 
cessing and distribution center. 
Adult Film 
Legend 
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Sister of septuplets meets her new siblings 
The Associated Press 
DES MOINES, Iowa - When 
Mikayla McCaughey got a peek 
at her tiny brothers and sisters in 
the intensive care unit, she saw 
only a lot of babies - not seven 
instant rivals for Mommy and 
Daddy's attention. 
For the first 21 months of her 
life, the family revolved around 
Mikayla, then the only child of 
Bobbi and Kenny McCaughey. 
But before Mikayla turns 2, four 
little brothers and three sisters - 
all born last Wednesday - should 
be home from the hospital. 
Child psychologists say the 
McCaugheys must be careful not 
to get so busy with the septuplets 
that they ignore Mikayla. 
"What happens Is that people in 
their great excitement at a mul- 
tiple birth begin to lavish atten- 
tion on the multiples and really 
tend to exclude that older child," 
said Nancy Segal, a psychology 
professor at California State 
University-Pullerton and direc- 
tor of the school's Twin Studies 
Center. 
Ms. Segal said little research 
has been done on the effects of 
multiple births on older siblings, 
but mishandled relationships can 
lead to resentment, withdrawal 
and anger toward the parents and 
brothers and sisters. 
McCaughey said last week that 
his oldest child was thrilled when 
she first saw the family's new 
additions. "I brought her down 
yesterday and she just kind of sat 
there in my arms and said: 'Baby! 
Baby!'"he said. 
But the McCaughey family has 
said that Mikayla does not yet 
understand that the seven babies 
are her parents' and that they 
eventually will come home. Six 
were in serious condition Mon- 
day; one was in fair condition. 
The family has made sure to 
focus attention on Mikayla and 
involve her when gifts are given, 
said her aunt, Michele Hep worth, 
who has cared for Mikayla since 
Mrs. McCaughey was confined to 
bed nine weeks into the preg- 
nancy. 
When the family was given a 
new van, Mikayla's name was 
written on the side along with 
those of her brothers and sisters. 
When Gov. Terry Branstad stood 
Village Green Apartments 
2 blocks from Campus 
thfru) Leasing 
Jail98 & Spring 99 
One & Two 'Bedrooms furnishedand Unfurnished 
1 or 2 bedroom summer only limited available 
480 Lehman    354-3533 
AimWcd Prcii plMts 
Bobbi McCaughey walks into her Iowa home Sunday after giving birth to septuplets Wednesday. 
SpeciaCfor (BCj Students 
>x$S-        10% Discount 
Every Wednesday 
with Student I.D. 
Some exclusions apply 
IviL -^ 
Gen's   ^fcfes^ 
840 S. Main 354-2402 
Largest Hallmark & Gift Shop in BG! 
with the family to talk about do- 
nations for a new house, he had a 
stuffed Winnie the Pooh for Mi- 
kayla. 
"She's going to be a wonderful 
big sister," Ms. Hepworth said. 
"She loves to play with baby dolls 
all the time, cradles them and 
puts them to sleep." 
Child psychologist Alice Sterl- 
ing Honig of Syracuse University 
said the transition can be smooth 
if Mikayla's parents carve out 
special time with their daughter, 
making sure they read long bed- 
time stories and sing different 
songs to her from those sung to 
her siblings. 
If their daughter enjoys bath- 
time, the McCaugheys should let 
her play longer in the bathtub. 
Special snuggles, back rubs and 
parents' laps should all become 
part of a daily routine, Ms. Honig 
said. 
"The  routines  are   fantastic; 
routines can settle down a child," 
Honig said. 
It's also important to let her 
help do things around the house, 
such as helping match socks 
from the dryer - things babies 
could not possibly do. 
She should be praised for her 
help, but "don't call her a big girl 
every two seconds because she 
doesn't want to be a big girl yet," 
the psychologist said. 
Mikayla also should be re- 
membered with gifts, especially 
when the septuplets celebrate 
their first birthday. 
"Be sure and have a special 
present for being the big sister in 
this family," Ms. Honig said. 
"They should make a big fuss 
over her, too." 
Ms. Honig also said it is impor- 
tant for the McCaugheys to get 
Mikayla involved in a play group 
that meets several times a week. 
"You physically will not find the 
time to do as many interactive, 
enriching games," the psycholo- 
gist said. "She needs something 
of her own. This will be for her." 
The septuplets arent likely to 
be home before January and will 
probably not be released at the 
same time, a bonus for the family 
as they prepare Mikayla for her 
new life, said Maureen A. Doolan 
Boyle, executive director of 
Mothers of Supertwins, a support 
group based in Brent wood, N. Y. 
"It's going to give Bobbi and 
Mikayla some time to rekindle 
their bond," she said. "That will 
help to ease a lot of the tran- 
sition." 
Ms. Boyle's own daughter was 
2 when triplets came along in 
1987, followed by another sibling. 
"When people make a fuss over 
my sisters and brothers, I get 
mad because they get a whole lot 
of attention from people and I 
don't like it," said Meggie Boyle. 
Let your future be with 
R£. Management. 
Stop by for a complete 
apartment listing. 
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Stacey returns, Dakich earns first win 
□ BG dispatches Ohio 
Northern to even its re- 
cord at 1-1. 
By JASON McMAHON 
The BC News  
Standout junior forward An- 
thony Stacey returned to the 
Bowling Green lineup as the Fal- 
con men's basketball team rolled 
over Division III Ohio Northern 
88-64 before 3,136 fans Monday 
night at Anderson Arena. 
Stacey had seven points and 
five rebounds in 13 minutes of 
action in his first game action of 
the season following a bout with 
mononucleosis. He also collected 
four personal fouls. 
"I think I'm at full strength in 
spurts," Stacey said. "I'm not in 
shape right now to be honest with 
you." 
Stacey hauled down a key 
offensive rebound in a 12-2 run 
that broke a 23-all tie and sent 
BG (1-1) to victory over the Polar 
Bears (0-1). 
Jay Keys drilled a 3-pointer 
and Kirk Cowan converted a 
three-point play to open the 
spurt. On BG's next trip down the 
Slacey Dakich 
court, Stacey grabbed an 
offensive board and cleared it 
out to DeMar Moore, who found 
Dave Esterkamp wide open in the 
left corner for a 3-pointer. 
It was a welcome change for 
Stacey, who stayed back home 
last Saturday while the Falcons 
traveled to St. Bonaventure, 
N.Y., for a season-opening loss to 
the Bonnies. 
"I was In the dorm, listening to 
it on the radio going crazy," 
Stacey said. "I was pacing up and 
down. It was different - I had 
never listened to a game on the 
radio that I was supposed to be 
at, playing. It was nerve- 
wracking." 
BG carried a 50-40 lead into the 
half, and turned up the defensive 
heat at the outset of the second 
stanza. BG's man-to-man defense 
strangled the Polar Bears, hold- 
ing ONU to only three field goals 
over the first 13 minutes of the 
second half. 
"I've been in Ohio for 23 years, 
and from a principle standpoint 
as far as teaching man-to-man, 
that's the best man-to-man I've 
seen in a long time," said ONU 
coach Joe Campoli. "They 
smother you, take the breath out 
of you. We came out in the sec- 
ond half and I wasn't sure we 
• See DISPATCH, page seven. 
OHIO NORTHERN (0-1) 64 
Thompson 7-17 4-4 20, Qicli 2-3 4-4 8, 
Kline 1-4 1-2 3, Boddie 0-2 0-1 0, Senia- 
baugh 5-9 0-0 12, Hayes S-B 0-1 12, Cood- 
win 0-0 0-0 0, Knapp 0-0 0-0 0, Obcrdick 0-1 
OO0, Unverfenh 2-7 5-5 9, Pollock 0-1 0-00. 
TOTALS 22-52 14-1764. 
lOWUNC GREEN (1-1) M 
Eucrkamp 3-7 6-8 13, Krcspo 2-4 0-2 5, 
Cowan 7-12 2-4 17, Moore 6-162-2 IS.Reid 
S-12 0-1 11, Kryi 4-5 0 0 11, Chambers 04 
04) 0, Slacey 2-5 3-3 7, Furlki 1-3 0-1 3, 
Black 2-4 04} 6. TOTAIS 32-60 13-21 88. 
BG battles undefeated Indiana with season on the line 
GOLIATH  
Continued from page one. 
times. 
BG knocked off IU 2-0 in 
Bloomington last year, and won 
2-1 the time before that. 
"It's been a special year," said 
IU coach Jerry Yeagley. "And we 
do have a very good team, but at 
the same time, anything can hap- 
pen. Look at the Colts knocking 
off the Packers, for instance." 
Yeagly has been the architect 
of one of the country's most suc- 
cessful soccer programs since its 
inception 24 years ago. 
This year, in their 25th year, 
the Hoosiers are striving to go 
25-0. To do that, they'd need to 
win the national title. They've 
done that before, rolling to titles 
in 1982, '83 and '88. IU had one 
stretch in the early '80s during 
which It went 40-0-6. But they've 
never finished a season un- 
defeated. 
"There's  not  a  team   in  the 
country that has the depth and 
the wealth of talent that Indiana 
has," said BG coach Mel Mahler. 
But IU certainly had enough 
trouble beating its rival Butler in 
the first round of the tourna- 
ment. It took three overtimes to 
beat the Bulldogs 2-1. 
"That could do one of two 
things," Mahler said. "It could 
put a scare into them and get 
them fired up ... and at the same 
time it may put a little bit of 
doubt into them. No team in the 
region has had as much success 
against them as we have over the 
last six games." 
"We always get tough matches 
with BG," echoed Yeagley. 
"They're very well organized and 
very well coached. They have an 
outstanding goalkeeper and out- 
standing defense. They're not go- 
ing to give you anything." 
Not giving up anything has 
been BG's hallmark for the past 
few games, as the defense has 
given up no goals in the last four 
games. Ever since games became 
life-and-death this year, the de- 
fense has given up just one. 
"A lot of our success against 
teams like this is due to the prep- 
aration we put in," Mahler said. 
"If we can put into practice what 
we've done in the training ses- 
sions, we should play a tough 
game. 
"We're going to try to play 
great defense and go from there. 
We'll match up man to man, and 
their guys are going to have to 
outplay our guys." 
In last year's tournament, In- 
diana's guys did outplay BG's 
guys. Then-junior Caleb Porter 
shut down scoring machine Steve 
Klein, and BG really only man- 
aged one good scoring opportuni- 
ty. But even then, All-American 
goalkeeper Scott Coufal was 
there to break it up. 
Coufal is gone, but Porter is 
back as a senior team captain, 
along with a host of other Hoo- 
siers intent on "winning 25 in the 
2Sthyear." 
BG will rely on the fact that is 
has a much more balanced 
offensive attack this year. Six 
players have five or more goals, 
and 11 have two or more. Even 
Brandon Helton - the bearer of 
Klein's old No. 19 -- has six, in- 
cluding last weekend's game- 
winner. 
"We have a much more team- 
oriented attack this year," said 
senior Dan Kindl. "From the first 
guy on the field to the last man on 
the bench." 
BG is 18-5, last ranked at 16th 
in the nation. Indiana has every 
first place vote in every poll. 
Even so, Mahler says that his 
team is not intimidated by the 
first-place Hoosiers. 
"This group of kids really does 
believe in itself," he said. 
"They're confident and they're 
having fun." 
A few players to watch on In- 
diana are Porter and forward 
Dema Kovalenko, both nomi- 
nated for college soccer player of 
the year. 
As if the culmination of an in- 
tese rivalry in the NCAA Torna- 
ment wasn't sufficient motiva- 
tion, both teams have one more 
reason to make a good showing of 
themselves. The game will be 
televised live coast-to-coast on 
Fox Sports Net, as Fox's Colle- 
giate Game of the Week. 
"It's a great honor," said Mah- 
ler of Fox's telecast. "Not only is 
it a great opportunity to play a 
great team, but it's a chance to 
showcase our team to everybody 
in the country. I think they chose 
our program because we've had 
great success and we've built a 
great tradition. 
"All the alums can sit at home 
and watch this one while they 
have seconds and thirds of their 
turkey." 
BG sophomore Chris Dore 
BGNewiPkMo 
by Jason McMahon 
At least there was some cheese in the fridge 
MILWAUKEE - If you glanced 
at yesterday's paper, you may 
have noticed that the Bowling 
Green men's soccer team eeked 
out a 1^) victory over Marquette 
in the first round of the NCAA 
Tournament to advance to the 
Sweet 16. 
BG News sports editor Jim To- 
cco told you all about it in that 
front-page article, about how the 
only goal came via the unsung 
senior, Brandon Pelton. In an- 
other article tucked into the 
sports section, I told you about 
how the Falcons were just about 
ready to sub in for Pelton before 
he scored his game-winner. 
He almost didn't get the chance 
to score his goal, to win the game. 
Funny - we almost didn't get the 
chance to report on the game. 
Sit down, folks, and let me tell 
you a story. 
When it was announced BG 
would play at Marquette, I 
jumped at the chance to take the 
road trip with Jim. I live an hour 
and a half from Milwaukee, and I 
have family and friends in Wis- 
consin's biggest city. 
Our odyssey started off in- 
nocuously enough. Jim had to do 
play-by-play for the hockey game 
Friday night, so we didn't leave 
until close to 11 p.m. The plan 
was to drive through the night - 
all the way listening to "Jim's 
Anthology," an 800-minute col- 
lection of some of the best music 
youll find - and crash at my 
house before getting up Saturday 
morning and heading over to 
Suds City for the 1 p.m. game. 
The plan went awry just out- 
side of the cesspool that is Gary, 
Ind. Halfway through the trip, 
just before reaching the armpit 
of the United States, we decided 
to make an innocent pit stop at 
the last rest station on the Turn- 
pike. Turns out we needed a pit 
crew. 








to rain on our parade. At 2.30 
a.m., it picked the worst time to 
take a nap. It just flat-out 
wouldn't start. Turned the key 
and nothing. Headlights worked. 
Radio worked. Damn starter 
didn't. 
Now Jim and I are smart guys. 
But we know as much about cars 
- probably less — than you do 
about the game of cricket. 
Enter "Benevolent But Rather 
Useless Old Woman At Counter." 
We went inside the BP gas station 
and talked to the woman at the 
register, but she couldn't offer 
much assistance other than the 
phone number of a towing com- 
pany. Gee, thanks. 
Enter Jim's Dad. Jim gave him 
a ring, and his advice was "Get it 
fixed." Enlightening, but it 
wasn't going to get us back on the 
road anytime soon. 
Jim was about ready to give in 
and call in the tow truck. But we 
knew that meant having to find 
(and get to) a hotel and potential- 
ly missing the game - the whole 
point of the trip. I had one last 
idea. 
Enter Jason's Dad. I gave him a 
call, waking him up in his hotel 
room in Florida where my family 
is vacationing (meanwhile I'm in 
Ohio). He's a talented mechanic; 
he'd know what to do, I figured. 
He gave us plenty of sugges- 
tions: tap the starter with a tire 
iron (we used a golf club instead); 
throw it in fifth gear, give her a 
push and "dump the clutch" (we 
never did figure out that one); 
find the battery wire that runs to 
the starter and cross it with some 
other wire in the engine (we were 
supposed to do something with a 
coat hanger if there was rubber 
insulation involved). 
Yeah, right - like I'm going to 
blindly reach into an engine and 
cross wires when I can't even 
change my own oil. 
Enter "Yuppie Guy In Camaro" 
and "Toothless Fat Guy In Pow- 
der Blue Pickup Truck" - our 
heroes. They were filling up and 
saw us having problems, so they 
came over, took a look at the en- 
gine and made some suggestions. 
Toothless offered to give us a 
push start with his truck. Jim got 
behind the wheel and I stood 
alongside Yuppie as the two vehi- 
cles rolled out of the gas station. 
Next thing I see is Jim rolling 
back toward me - without a push. 
It's alive! 
From there it was relatively 
smooth sailing. We knew the car 
wouldn't start without a push 
again, so we didn't shut it off until 
we got to my place (at 6 a.m. Cen- 
tral Time). We walked in the 
house, I went straight to the fri- 
dge for some cheese (I'm a die- 
hard Wisconsin boy) and we 
crashed. 
We were able to drag ourselves 
out of bed Saturday morning and 
jump In my mom's Chevy Lu- 
mina, which was in our garage 
just begsing for me to get behind 
the wheel and drive It well over 
the speed limit. 
We made it to the game a half- 
hour early, impressive consider- 
ing we got a couple sets of bad 
directions that left us wandering 
the mean streets of Milwaukee. 
Now if somebody would have told 
me the field was right across the 
street from the Indian casino 
(where we lost some money 
later), I would have been able to 
find it no problem. 
BG News Pholo by Jason McMakon 
Marquette's Valley Fields lies right alongside the Menominee River, where wayward soccer balls some- 
times take a bath. The first shot that cleared the fence was retrieved by a net, shown here. A second shot 
went a little further; the rowboat waiting in the background was needed to bring back the ball. 
On one side of the field was the 
casino. On the other was a river, 
naturally raising the question: 
"What happens when the ball 
goes, in the river?" I looked 
alongside the bank and saw a net 
and a rowboat. There's my an- 
swer. 
BG did win the game, but since 
Jim and I are objective journal- 
ists, we can't admit to being ex- 
cited about that. We can, 
however, admit to being excited 
about the cookies at the conces- 
sion stand. 
Marquette gave us media-type 
vouchers for free everything at 
the concession stand. Hot dogs, 
chips, pop and a cookie that made 
the whole trip worthwhile. 
After the game, we stopped in 
at the casino and made a donation 
to the Potowatomi Indian tribe. 
The collection cup was the dollar 
slots. 
Thirteen U-turns and eight 
stops for directions later, we 
made it to my uncle's place where 
we spent the rest of Saturday 
night before heading home. We 
made one pit stop - no problems 
this time; my Lumina treats me 
good - in Madison to stop at 
Woodman's grocery store. 
Jim was appalled when the 
clerk wouldn't take his credit 
card nor a second-party out-of- 
state check, so he was forced to 
seek out an ATM to pay for some 
cough syrup and Sprees (he was 
sick all weekend). Woodman's 
can be a little backward - after 
all, this is the place where the 
world's largest collection of mus- 
tard was born. (It now takes up 
residence in my hometown at the 
Mt. Horeb Mustard Museum.) 
After a few games of Super 
Nintendo and a nice, long, well- 
deserved night's sleep, we ven- 
tured out to Jim's car to make the 
tediously boring trip back to BG. 
Luckily for us, I live on a huge 
hill, so we let the car roll down to 
the bottom and she started to 
purr. 
Nine hours later, safely back in 
BG, we finally shut the car off - 
in the parking lot of BP ProCare. 
We took care of some business 
back in the newsroom, living out 
the final minutes of our weekend 
adventure. 
It could have been worse. 
"Toothless Fat Guy In Powder 
Blue Pickup Truck" could have 
filled up his tank and left without 
giving us a shove. We could have 
been going to Nebraska, where I 
didn't have a nice car and a house 
on a really big hill waiting for us. 
I could have walked to my re- 
frigerator and found no cheese at 
all. 
INTERESTED IN PLAYING? 
* COME IN FOR OPEN m 
\ MIC NIGHT F 
NO COVER - Sign Up at 8:00 
19 and Over Every Night 
The Beyond BG Senior Challenge 
would like to thank our sponsors: 
Loot Star Sttak House        Fader's Records ami Ttptt 
Frttndly't let Crtam Dantschrodtr's Suit CtumecOoi 
BGSU Partmt dub Newlon Reelty, He. 
BGSV ALumnl AssodatkM      Great lakes rorHMssan 
Capitol Bank, HJL s BGSU Graduatn 
Your help has helped 
us raise over $6000 
la the past two months 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
Apartments Available 
Summer 98, Fall 98, Spring 97 
• Heat included with rent • All New Appliances 
• Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. FurnAJnfurn. 
• 1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations 
•SET   .352-91 
I 
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The BG News / WBGU- 
Charlotta Jones 
Jones led the Falcons 
with 20 points and 
hauled down a team- 
high 11 rebounds for 
her 24th career doube- 







Pelton's third game- 
winning goal of the 
season made the 
difference as BG 
knocked off Marquette 
) -0 to advance to the 
NCAA Sweet 16. 
HONORABLE MENTION: Scott Vallow and the entire 
Falcon defense, men's soccer; Sara Puthoff. women's 
basketball; Nancy Simpson, women's swimming; Matt 
Johnsen and Bill Roehl, men's swimming: Mike Savard 
and Curtis Valentine, hockey 
The FALCON ATHLETES OF THE 
WEEK is a joinl venture of The BG 
News and WBGU-FM Sports, the 




Wtldt'S    ^ weekly calendar for Falcon athletics 
-.      T DONT MISS: Falcons try to upset Indi- 
v/ll   I dp   ana to advance in NCAA Tournament 
Pippen: 'I ain't 
coming back' 
The Associated Press 
CHICAGO ~ Scottie Pippen, 
whose absence has been blamed 
for the Chicago Bulls' slow start 
this season, says he won't return 
from foot surgery until he's 
traded 
"I ain't coming back," Pippen 
told the Daily Herald of Arling- 
ton Heights, 111. 
"I want to be 
traded," Pip- 
pen said at 
halftime of the 
Bulls' 103-88 
victory at Sa- 
cramento Sun- 
day. "I want to 
go to Phoenix 
orL.A" 
Pippen   was 
expected to re- 
turn to the  Bulls'  lineup next 
month or early January, when his 
injury is fully healed. 
He's not considered to be 
tradeable until that time. But 
Pippen told the newspaper, 
"Maybe I'm healthy" now. 
Despite trade talk during the 
summer, all indications were that 
the two-time defending NBA 
champion Bulls were counting on 
The BG News 
Your inside source for Falcon athletics 
WARRANTY 24/24      WARRANTY 24.24     WARRANTY 24 24 
Automotive ^Service Centers 




BGSU Students and Faculty 
Receive a 10% Disceunt Off 
Services 
•Wlnterizatlon Special Is on! Call for Details 
•Free Battery Inspection 
•Tires 
•Free Brake Inspection with Brake Service. 
Hours of Operation: Mon-Fri 7:00 am to 6:30 pm, 
Sat 8:00 am to 2:00 pm 
275 S. Main St Bowling Green 
419*353*3060 









TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 
Happy 
Thanksgiving 





Home      Road    Inactive 
A — denotes the contest can be 
heard toe on WBOU-FW Iff 
FRIDAY I  







NCAA 2nd-round match vs Indiana 
Time to be announced 
Bloomington. Ind. 






vs Alas -Fairbanks 
7 p.m. 
Fairbanks Alaska 




Continued from page six. 
were going to score. " 
Campoli said he had hoped to 
give the Falcons a better game, 
but when BG took the defensive 
Intensity up a notch, he knew the 
Polar Bears were in trouble. 
"I think when you face that 
kind of pressure, it eventually 
wore our kids down," Campoli 
said. "We were just kind of stand- 
ing   around.   Then   we  started 
coughing the basketball up. That 
was ail due to the pressure." 
Moore had three steals against 
only one turnover to go along 
with his IS points and team-high 
eight rebounds. Cowan paced the 
Falcons with 17 points. 
ONU guard Jeremy Thompson 
led all scorers with 20. 
BG coach Dan Dakich praised 
the Polar Bears, saying he had 
warned his team to watch out for 
ONU. He had given them several 
1997 examples of David slaying 
Goliath. 
"There's been a precedent set 
this year already," Dakich said. 
"Ohio Northern's a very well- 
coached team. They have been 
forever." 
The win was also the first in 
Dakich's head coaching career. 
however, he didn't see that as 
cause for celebration. 
"As God is my witness, it 
makes no difference," Dakich 
said. "The reason the players' 
names aren't on their backs and 
the reason my name Isnt on my 
back is because this is Bowling 
Green's victory. ... It sure beats 
your second loss, but we won a 
game. Bowling Green won a 
game." 
Pippen's return. 
His comments apparently sur- 
prised Bulls general manager 
Jerry Krause, with whom Pippen 
has feuded continually during his 
10-year career with Chicago. 
"He hasn't said anything to 
me," Krause told the Daily Her- 
ald. "We spent a lot of money to 
bring everybody back and try to 
win a championship. I don't know 
anything about it." 
Pippen said the final turning 
point came in September when 
he considered playing in his own 
charity game at the United 
Center despite his painful foot, 
which was operated on in Oc- 
tober. 
Pippen said Krause told him 
not to play in a letter before the 
game. "He said he would fine me. 
Can you believe it?" Pippen said. 
The Bulls are 8-5 this season 
without him. 
If the Bulls don't trade Pippen 
by the mid-February trading 
deadline, he remains with the 
team until his contract expires 
July 1. At that time he'd become 
a free agent, although the Bulls 
would have the right to re-sign 
him. 
AS= WE EMPLOY TECHNICIANS 
CERTIFIED BY ASE 
Spring ^ea^S /jfc^ 
r Da ytoiia Beach 
March 8-16, 1998 
Package Includes: 
*6 Nights Accommodations at the Holiday Inn Sunspree Resort on 
the Beach. 
♦MTVwill be there!!!! 
♦Side excursions to Disney, Universal Studios, Epcot (Additional 
Cost). 
♦Discounts to Nightlife, Restaurants, and Shopping. 
♦Cost: 6269.00/Based on Quad Occupancy 
#139.00/Without Travel/Quad Occupancy 
(Additional #820.00 charge after December 15th.) 
♦Initial Deposit of $50.00 due at time of sign-up. 
For More Information Contact: 372-2343 
WARRANTY 24 24      WARRANTY 24 24     WARRANTY 24 24 
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(6 3 4 2) 
1616E.WOOSTER 
FREE Delivery of 15 Mm pkt up 
The Domino's Meal Plan 
Mention this ad whtn ordering 
LARGE PEP 
One Large One Item Pizza 
!.♦. 1)1 U'DISH fl 00 EXTRA NOT VAl ID Wll II ANY OTHER OFFER EXPIRES I 6 98 
MEGA DEAL 
$8.99 
|       Any Size Pizza       | 
Wilh Up To 9 Items 
DtEPDlSH tl EXTRA  DOLBLfc 
I HUM  tXTRA NOT VALID wi A 
OTHER OFFER  bX PI ft PS l*«H 
FALCON COMBO 
$9.99 
Wdium Two Item Pizza. 
Two Coca-Colas & 
(In,- Order of Twisty Bread 
VALID WITH ANY OTHER 
,:   EXPIRES I 6-98 
DOUBLE LARGE 
I      Two Large Two Item 
Pizzas 




$10.99|p I I 
Two Medium Two Ilem 
I Pizzas I 
IJBkv nil PDaWII I-XIRA !UOI\ALIO I 
<IRV * IT1I ANY OTHKR OFFER I 
I VI'IKIS I r.1* _  j 
We accept competitors' coupons 
for like Product & Service 
MIXING IT UP WITH MIXOLOGY 
Miology Mini-Course 
Learn how to make your lavorila dnnks" 
Cleoernber 901.1987 
Under 21. 7-9pm. Moaalay 300 
Ovar 21.9:15- 11:15pm.ZiggyZoomba's 
$7 tor under/ $10 lor ovar 21 
Buraarabta 
Sponsored by UAO 
Quaaoona? Call 372-7164 
UAO would lika to recognize those 
distinguished Native Americans tor their 
contributions 
Taahunka Wlhko (Crazy Hone - Witary 
LOr. 
Tecumeeh • Political and kelitaiy Ldr. 
William (Will) Rogers Jr. - Humorist 
Tantaka - Yatanko(Siting Bull) • spiritual 
A Mihtary Ldr.; Sacagowea - Guide and 
explorer; William Apeaa - Water and Civil 
nghts activist. Ella Coro Deloriq - 
Reseacher and Writer. Gayaale (Gerommo) 
- l*.lita/y Ldr.: Zirhola Sa (Gertrude 
Bonain) - Writer and Activist; James 
Franda (Jim) Thorpe - Athlete 
Suaan LaFletche Picatte ■ Physician 
WIN FREE BOOKS! 
Liaten to WFAL to be registered lor 
THE GREAT BOOK FIND 
tor a (200 cerincaie at SBX 
CaN in today 
LOST A FOUND 
Green Stufl parrel Haa cenomental value 
Reward 353-5339  
Women's Purse Lost in ihe area ol Scon Ha 
rmlton Dr. A Cnm near Cnm School Reward - 
m can (419)697-7467  
SERVICES OFFERED 
FACULTY AND ADWNISTP.ATOPS.Fairv.ay 
Press is accepting dissertations, manuscripts, 
and daaa notes lor publicaoon. Call lor sub 
mason guidelines, and ask about our pnnt - on 
demand services. (419) 227-tStS.  
GEAR FOR THE WILDERNESS 
Backpacks. Sleeping bags, hiking boots. 
VVaterproofibrealhable rainwear A skrwear 
tents. Rockdim&ng. canoes, kayaks 
Clinics and trips now available 
Canoe Shop 140 River Rd Waterviie. OH 
(419)878-3700 
www theCanoeshop com 
Pregnant?? 
FREE Pregnancy Tests. 
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING 
354 4673 BG Pregnancy Cenler 
U-Haul Trucks A Trailers 
352-2958 
PERSONALS 
-14  SPRING  BREAK  SHOPPING   DAYS 
LEFTI" 
NOW IS THE TIME TO GUARANTEE THE 
LOWEST HATES AND BEST HOTELS 
PRICES WILL INCREASE DEC 15TH. LEI- 
SURE TOURS HAS PACKAGES TO SOUTH 
PADRE. CANCUN. JAMAICA, AND FLORIDA 
GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6 OR MORE I 
•00-836-6203 or www lelauretoura.com 
Help Wanted 
BGSU Students 
Belong to a fun, enthusiastic 
group of people. Start 
earning $5.20/hr in a 
variety of interesting 
positions at the Kreischer 
Sundial Food Court, 
Shadows Snack Bar, and the 
Silver River Cafe Restaurant 
and Coffee House. Will 
train general and advanced 
positions. Cooks needed 
over Lunch M-F, cleaning 
staff needed evenings M-F. 
Other jobs include customer 
service, kitchen food prep, 










-Alpha Xi Delta-Alpha Xi Delta' 
Congratulations to Christy Nemeth 
on recent positions ol GAMMA officer and 
Student Ambaaadorl Good Jobl 
'Alpha Xi Delta'Alpha Xi Delta' 
1111 Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruisel 6 
days 12791 Includes meals, free partieel Get a 
group - Go Free) Prices increase soon - Save 
*50l aprlnobroaMravel.com 1 800-678 6366 
1111 Spnng Break Cancun A Jamaica $379' 
Book Early . Save! Gel a group • Go Free1 
Panama City $1291 South Beach (Bars Close 
5am) $1291 springbreaktraval.com 
I 600-676-6386 
A Flndlay Photo Studio is looking tor 
a figure model. These black A white 
photographs will be artiste figure 
studios and wdl be entered in a 6 state 
competition. Call for details 
1-419-425-1255 
The Inner Eye' 
Alphe Phi Alpha Phi 
Jenny - Hey Roomie - 
I'm getting sad that the. end 
Is near, one more month 
MH'mouttahereUvnll 
miss you very muchl 
But you can come A see me 
m Grand Rapids 11 love 
youl 
Love,Jenny 
Alphe Phi Alpha Phi 
OPHIBGPHIBGPHIB 
Congratulations to Amy  Forlkamp on  her 
pearling to Scon Day' 
G PHI B G PHI B G PHI B 
OPHIBGPHIBGPHIB 
Congratulations to Ihe 1997 Executive Board. 
You guys did an awesome job with your ol- 
fiOMl 
O PHI B G PHI B G PHI B 
OPHIBGPHIBGPHIB 
Gamma Phi Beta would like to congratulate 
Ulaay Lane on her engagement to Bill Hat- 
field. We wish you the best ol lucki 
GPHIBOPHIBOPHIB 
GPHIBZBTGPHIB 
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like to 
thank the ZBT's lor a wonderful tea on Friday1 
GPHIBZBTGPHIB 
G PHI B FIJI G PHI B 
The sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta would like tc 
thank the FUl's for a great movie night or 
Thursday i 
G PHI 8 FIJI G PHI B 
INTRAMURAL PRACTICUM APPLICATIONS 
FOR SPRING 1996 ARE DUE PICK UP AP 
PLICATIONS FOR SPORT MANAGEMENT 
AND RECREATION MAJORS IN 130 PERRY 
HOUSE AND RETURN TO THE IM OFFICE 




UAO would like to recognize mese 
distinguished Native Americans lor their 
contributions: 
Tashbunka Wltko (Crazy Horse - Milan/ 
Ldr. 
Tacumaah - PotmcaJ and Mitary Ldr. 
William (Will) Rodgers Jr. • Humorist 
Tantanka - Yantanko (Sitting Bull)-Spiritual 
& Military Ldr, Sacagowgea ■ Guide and 
explorer: William Apess ■ Writer and civil 
righia actvial; Ella Coro Detono. - 
Researcher and writer; Gayaale (Gerommo) 
Maliary Ldr; Zitkaia - So (Gertrude 
Bonnm) • Writer and Activist. James 
Franc* (Jvn Thorpe) - Athlete 
Susan LaFleehe Picatte ■ Physician 
URGENTI 
Need Graduation Tickets - W-n pay 
Cal Chru, 372-5773 
WANTED 
1 Graduation ticket needed 
Call 372-5677 
••••••••••••••••• 
f CHOOSE ANY. 2 
/' T 1 Item Pizza     pr»P 
^ Huge Breadsticks r 
'•Small Sub 
7 Wings 
4 Mozzarella Cheese Sticks/ 
JUST ASK! SPECIAL! 
1 subleaser needed, great roommates 
Great tocaIon. own room 
Call Can©353 1346 
1 Ticket for Dec. 20th Graduation 
Will pay lor ticket A phone cal 
Tina Pribulski 440 355 6l?5 
1 to 2 sublessors needed. 
Cal Chris or Bnan @352-2472 
1-2 Female subleasers needed tor spring. 5tn 
Street. Only pay electric Contact Lisa 
3525078 
3 F Rmies Wanted Own rooms. $1707mo. 
Air Cond. Carport, Very spacious. Call Megan 
at 352 7593 
Homes tor cats A dogs. Wood County Humane 
Society 352-7339 
Hale Subleaaer Wanted 
New Frazee Apis. 3 Bdrm. 2 B«th. 
Fireplace, 3 olhe' roomalea. 
Cal lor Into: 152-2(03 or call Dan collect 
218471-3783 
Need Graduation Tickets 
Call Mike at 354-1292 
Will pay money 
RENT OUR RACE' 
SUBLEASERS NEEDED  SPRING  SEMES 
TER. IDEAL LOCATION, FABULOUSI FUR- 
NISHED. PERFECT FOR 2-3. PLEASE CALLi 
CARRIE 352 8766  
Rmie. wanted. Immediately Own room. Fumi- 
shed  Basic ull mduded. $22S/mo plus dep 
Call 354-9690 
Subleaser needed for spring sem. 
New turn, clean apt w'own bed bathroom 
Close to campus. For info call 353-7052 
Urgent 
Need Graduation Ticket 
Will Pay 
Call 372-1631 
Wanted 1 or 2 sublessors for spnng sem 1 
bdim, $425/mo. S. Summit location, call Julie 
03545164 
WANTED 
3 DEC GRADUATION 
TICKETS Will pay $ 
Call Jen 353-7905 
HELP WANTED 
$1000 WEEKLY!! Stuff envelopes at home for 
$2.00 each plus bonuses  F/T, P/T. Make 
$800*weekly. guaranteed) Free supplies  For 
details, send one stamp to N-181,12021 Wii- 
shire Blvd. Suite 552. Los Angeles, CA 90025 
$1500 weekly potential mating our circulars 
Free mtormanon. Call 4if> 347-1475.  
ATTENTION STUDENTS 
Now hiring lor Spnng Semester 
Partlme 
Lets than one block from campus 
$»Vhr. STARTING PAY 
3 shifts available 
A shirt 7.00am • 10 00am 
Bstvlt 10:15am-1:15pm 
C shift: 1:30pm -4 30pm 
New Flexibie Hour* Available! 
Possibility ol working 2 1/2 hours 
and getting paid lor 31 
354-8802 
3S4 8703 
CLEVELAND AKRON STUDENTS 
Great Pali Tims Job Opporlunities" 
Home City toe offers FLEXIBLE hours and 
EXCELLENT pay tor its employees during the 
school year and summer break 8-40 hours per 
weekJobs average $6 50-10 00/hour 
Call Brian or Tommy Toll Free 
800-376-5388 
Please call us during your winter break to inter- 
view and apply.  
Dancers - Now hiring for the 
#1 Gentlemen's Club in Toledo. 





Open 4 pm 
Lunch weekends 
krV 
' Not VxM With Any Oh* Oner • E>p»es 12rJ1»7/' 
'••••••••••••/•••/ 
Dining Services Thanksgiving Holiday Schedule 
Pining Center 
Kreischer 
-Sundial Food Court 
-Shadows Snack Bar 
-Silver River Cafe- 
Closes 
7:0X3 pm, Tues., Nov. 25 
Midnight, Mon., Nov. 24 
10:30 pm, Fri., Nov. 24 
Reopens 
4:30 pm, Sun., Nov. 30 
7:00 pm, Sun., Nov. 30 
5:00 pm, Mon, Dec. 1 
Founders 
-Food Court 7:00 pm, Tues., Nov. 25 4:30 pm. Sun., Nov. 30 
-Snack Bar Midnight, Mon., Nov. 25 7:00 pm, Mon., Dec. 1 
Commons 
-Main Dining 6:30 pm, Mon., Nov. 24 7:30 am, Mon., Dec. 1 
-Chily's Express 6:30 pm, Tues., Nov. 25 6:00 pm, Sun., Nov. 30 
McDonald 
-Main Dining 6:30 pm, Mon., Nov 24 7:30 am, Mon., Dec. 1 
-GT Deli 11:00 pm, Mon., Nov. 24 4:30 pm, Sun., Nov. 30 
-GT Express 6:30 pm, Tues., Nov. 25 4:30 pm. Sun., Nov. 30 
-Towers West 6:30 pm,    Fri., Nov. 21 4:30 pm, Mon., Dec. 1 
Harsh man 
-The Galley Snack Bar Midnight, Mon., Nov, 24 7:30 am, Mon., Dec. 1 
Student Union Davs Open Hours             KWHWB 
-Falcon's Nest Tues., Nov. 25 7:00 am-8:00 pm    gfVMrV? 
Wed., Nov. 26 7:00 am - 2:00 nm     iett Mi 
Sun., Nov. 30 4:00 pm   3:00 am    ^pHs) Hi 
-Pheasant Room Tues., Nov. 25 1130 am - 1:JU pm    r ^^    ■»»■ 
am-1:30 pm    L.*P   «^ -Bowl-N-Greenery Tues., Nov. 25 7:00 
-Pizza Outlet Sun., Nov. 30 
ted Thurs., Nov. 27 through 
4:00 
Sat, 
pm - 3:00 am    —*•—■" ?J : 
Student Union do Nov. 29.            1   0   S   U 
Normal hours will resume on Mon., Dec. 1, for all dining centers. 
Desk Clerk Needed Midntght - 8am shift Ap- 
pro! 5 shifts a week. Must work most week- 
ends Apply at Buckeye Budget Motor Inn. 
Mon   - Fri 6 «pm 
Gomg home lo Cleveland lor the holiday? If 
you are and would like a part-time job, please 
contact 216.217 3360 10 inquire about part 
time work as a valet attendant,  
OR D€R ENTRY 
SEASONAL 
15.75-J625.. 
Hickory Farms it now hiring full and pan-time 
seasonal Order Entry personnel lo mpul orders 
into our order processing system. Positions are 
open on day. evening, and third shifts during 
the week and on weekends-4. 6. and 8 hour 
shifts available. Must have basiccomputer and 
typing Hulls Positions are also open for clerical 
personnel. Anendance incentives, generous 
employee discount, end profeaaional supervi- 
sion Apply in person a tour corporate offices 
Mon & Tuea. horn 9:00am-7fl0pm. or Wod-Fn 
from 9 00am-5 00pm Hickory Farms. 1505 Hol- 
land Rd . Maumee. OH 43537 E 0£. 
HICKORY FARMS 
Part lime office cleaning. Evenings, over 
Thanksgiving A Chnstmas break 15-20 hrs 
per week Call 352 5622  
PART TIME INSTRUCTORS wanted to teach 
bilolgy. physics, and chemistry classes in BG 
and Toledo. Evenings and weekends. Great 
pay. Must have graduate degree or be working 
towards one Contact Julie at 536-3702 
Posioon Available - Ful time sales support with 
marketing responsibilities w agressrve young 
company. CompeDDve salary & benefits pack- 
age offered Call Michelle 419-535-1606 
Prep. & delivery personnel for Chnstmas break 
and Spring semester. DiBenedetto's. 1432 E. 
Wooster Apply 1 30-* 00pm 
SALES INDUSTRIAL 
Entry level position avertable in FinrJay. OH 
with a distnbutor of fasteners and power tools 
The fib entails inside/outside sales, Quoting, 
merchandising and order processing. Threw 
month training program and full benefits. 
w.\vebsiiewww fastenal com Send resume 
to Fastenal Co. 225 Stanford Pkwy. Flndlay, 
OH 45640  
Toledo Country Club now hiring for part time 
hokday help Banquet staff, wait staff and bus- 
ser positions available. Above average pay 
rate for all positions. Scholarship opportunities 
available Day and evening shifts wanted. W.H 
happily work with class schedules. Apply m 




1 Bdrm. Apt. for rent, on 3rd St Aval, middle of 
Dec $350plus utfl. Call 352-9971 
1983 Honda Accord. 2nd Owner. 4 door. 5 
spaed. I92K. Reliable. Clean Inside. Rough 
Ouaioe.$375ob0 (419) 547-7132  
1994 Honda Helix 
(Scooier) For Sale 
Call: 353-6127 
For sale 89 White Toyota Corroiia w/ sunroof. 
93. 000 miles. $2500, automatic, call (419) 
2429650 
Iguana cage with accessones 
3 feet by 5 feel 
Call Megan at 354 0225 
'Listings avail for 96-99. 
Will mail or you pick-up at 
316 E Merry «3, 353 0325 
1-4 subleases needed tor next semester. 
2 blocks from campus Call 3n 2427 
1-4 subleasers needed for spnng semester 
very dose to campus, call 353 4194  
2 BDRM apt near campus 
Avail, now or 2nd Semester 
NO PETS 353-8206 OR 354-8206 
2 Bdrm, 605 5th st Apl. C 
Avail. Jan 1st $350 plus utilities 
Steve Smith 352-8917 
Apartment lor rent, available for spring semes- 
ter. Close to campus. 1 bedroom, big family 
room, fun kitchen and laundry facilities. Call 
354-7310 
Duplex house with 1 bedrroom and yard. Sub- 
leaaer needed by Dec 2Sth. $440 per month 
induding all utilities 353-5266  
Female Subleaser Wanted $l68/mo 
Close to campus Call 353-2191 
Grads. 2 apts. Close to campus tor 98-99 12 
mo leases. Start May A Aug Call 352-2230 
Houses A Duplexes tor '98-"99 school year 
1 to 4 person homes available 
12 month leases only starting in May 
Steve Smith 352-8917 (no calls after 8pm) 
Houaes. 1 A 2 bdrm. (urn apis for 
1998-99 school year 352 7454 
NOW RENTING 
1998 SPRING SEMESTER 
Call 352-9378 for alto 
Single home-owner seeking two or three 
grad.students to share very nice 4 bdrm house 
onWVuergarden Just off Poe Rd. Internaoon- 
alstudents welcome. Call 436-5672 days. 
280-6966 evenings. 
SouthSide Self Storage now 
renting all sizes al 993 S. Main 
353 8206 or 354 8206 
Storage Avail 5x10- 10x30units. 
Call 354 2260 
Subleaser needed tor 2 bdrm  apt  Close to 
campus Cheap rent. Call 672-6417  
Subleasers  NEEDED:  2  bedroom.   2 bath. 
dishwasher, central air. 354-0316 
Two Bdrm, one bath house in BG 
Avail Jan 1 si. negot Pets O.K. 
Call 354-2285 
WHAT DO YOU WANT? 
Clean appt? Close to campus? Cheap Rent? 




• B«aderjVH«mp Jewilty • Imported Cigars 
• Clow Cigarettes • Incense "Unique 
Candles • Tapestries • Stickers • Postere • 
800+ Tees • Patchwork Pants • Hair Glitter 
(gold & silver) & wide assortment of 
washable colors • Body Purifieis (100* 
guarantee) •Leather - padded wool socks 
•Scented oils & lotions • 
445 E. Wooster 
(At the railroad tracks) 
Mon-Sat 11:30-9 
Sunday 12-6   334-0176 




Tuffy Does It Right.' 
Wir?W. E3 
t> * * m 
UFirnMEWAIUlANTED 
MUFFLERS, 
BRAKE PADS & SHOES 
FALL MAINTENANCE 
SPECIAL 
1  SAVE on cir complete 
'   inventory of top quality, 
:   lifetime warranted muffler*, 
(   brake pad? and «hoe» - good 
I   for a$ long* you own your f\§7C f ICT* 
| 'IN UP.' CF OTHER 0TO5 MOST - AW * LluKT TV -» 
50* 0 
Include?*: 1 gallon of anti- 
freeze; battery, alternator 
and starter check; Rotate 
all four tires. 
$ 
jxtartsnf At... 
29 95' uil.Ti«h 
•MIS VOTHTAImi»>   MBAI   HTT1U3I 
i 353-2444 • 1087 S. Main Street Next to Puza Hut. North of Rt. 6 • HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8ari>-6pm; Sat. 8am-4ptn a 
AIDS IS... 
THE 7TH LEADING CAUSE OF DEATH IN CHILDREN 1-14 
THE 3RD LEADING CAUSE OF DEATH IN AMERICAN WOMEN 
AGED 25-44 
AND THE LEADING CAUSE OF DEATH AMONG MEN 25-44 
BASED ON CURRENT TRENDS, AN AVERAGE OF 2 YOUNG 
PEOPLc ARE INFECTED WITH HIV EVERY HOUR OF EVERY DAY. 
KNOW THE FACTS-PROTECT YOURSELF 
WORLD AIDS DAY, DECEMBER 1, 1997 
SPONSORED BY WOOD CO. AIDS TASK FORCE, AMERICAN RED CROSS AND WOOD 
CO. HEALTH DEPARTMENT, FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 352-8402. 
